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The all new Samsung Chat 222 lets you to be in touch no matter wherever you are. The phone
comes with the DUOS letting the userâ€™s access dual SIM cards for extra expedient calling, superior
savings and better network coverage. It has got all the social tools required to be connected with the
friends, for example Facebook, Twitter, email and Push IM! Socialize even when you are on the go,
and keep yourself entertained, as well with the favourite music or the fun games that can easily be
downloaded from Samsung Apps.

DUOS Connector says that you can enjoy double connectivity by having access to 2 SIM cards
simultaneously letting you separate easily your personal life and the work life. You can even enjoy
more beneficial roaming fees and improved network coverage at the time of traveling. DUOS offer
all the conveniences of two mobiles with just one mobile. The Socializer lets you make your social
life much stronger by helping to keep in touch with family, friends and business friends via well-liked
social networking websites, instantaneous messaging programs, and email - everything on the go
through your mobile. Email accounts can also be set easily allowing you check urgent email without
the need of the PC.

The phone is a complete entertainer as it comes with several fun options for the downtime at work,
while travelling, on weekends or whenever you are free. Listen favourite tunes without the
requirement of the separate music player. This mobile has even got 3.5mm ear jack allowing you to
use your favourite earphones without an adaptor. And the Samsung Apps makes it easy to
download several entertaining applications ranging from fun games to the lifestyle application to
block up the free time.

The display of this Samsung chat is TFT and about 2.2 inches offering 220 x 176 pixels resolution;
in addition to that it has also got the QWERTY keypad that relieves typing of the message. To talk
about its memory features, then it will sound good that the phone carries the internal storage of
around 43MB and has also got the card slot for microSD that let you extend the memory up to
16GB. The mobile phone supports Bluetooth, GPRS and USB. The camera it supports is quality is
VGA with the 640Ã—480 pixels resolution. The camera is capable of recording video at QCIF at 15fps.
Samsung Chat 222 price falls in the low range of mobile phone. Samsung mobile price in india have
found to be quite convincing.
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